Nature provides creative inspiration for our work every
day. We design and produce our harmoniously coordinated
floors, staircases, walls and furniture from natural wood in
the Upper Austrian region of Salzkammergut.

Woodworking
requires
long-term
thinking and thereby counteracts today’s
short-lived nature. Therein lies the
strength of the natural material wood.
Bringing the excellent characteristics
and tactile value of this great natural
resource into your home is what drives
us at TRAPA.
Hermann Hörndler
Managing Director and Owner





HERRINGBONE SPIGOLO
Harmonious proportions

The specialty of this large-sized
herringbone lies in its wellproportioned format of 140/700 mm,
which unfolds its full beauty equally in
small and large rooms.
The fine brushing combined with the
natural oil finish bestows a mildly
three-dimensional effect upon the
floor.
The earthy colour of Oak Cortina veils
the room in gentle warmth and creates
flowing transitions to the colours of
surrounding walls, furniture, carpets
and curtains.

HERRINGBONE PARQUET SPIGOLO
15 x 140 x 700 mm
Oak placid (lively grain and pin knots) brushed
Colour: Cortina
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HERRINGBONE

Tradition reinterpreted
The idea behind TRAPA’s herringbone
parquet was to contemporarily
reinterpret floors for the 21st century,
which once adorned palaces, castles
and manors.
SPIGOLO classic herringbone parquet
15 x 140 x 700 mm

The three herringbone designs Spigolo,
Obliquo and Angolo are characterized
by larger formats, modified angles and
contemporary TRAPA colours.
The brushed grain bestows fascinating
light- and shadow effects upon the
planks laid in herringbone pattern.

OBLIQUO wide-angled herringbone parquet
15 x 140 x 675 mm

All TRAPA herringbone designs are
coordinated with TRAPA plank designs
in colour, grain and construction
and invite designers to revive the
sophisticated flooring culture of the
past in contemporary architecture.

ANGOLO chevron parquet
15 x 140 x 745 mm
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OAK CORTINA

The depths of the room
Knotless oak planks in the warm,
sandy colour shade Cortina possess
a discreet elegance. The subtle but
present charisma unfolds in the
background of the room’s depth.
Floors like this are considered quite a
rarity, as even the thickest oak trunks
possess comparatively few knotless,
calm and evenly grained planks of
such generous format.

PREMIUM WIDE PLANK
15 x 190 x 2410mm
Oak calm (knotless and even grain) brushed
Colour: Cortina
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Our natural wood floors create a pleasant and healthy living climate. Only
if wood can breathe freely through natural processing and treatment,
true comfort and harmony between man and nature can arise.

BREATHING
FLOORS TO
IMPROVE
THE INDOOR
CLIMATE




OAK LUGANO
Mellow harmony

This knotty, brushed plank floor,
appealingly installed in mixed widths,
breathes natural vitality into pure
architectural designs like this one.
Moreover, the colour Lugano blends
in well with cool materials like stone,
glass and metal.
In line with the floor, the customized
double stringer stair and wall cladding
are as well held in of Oak Lugano (with
TRAPA Wall Plank). The ceiling lining
is made of TRAPA Ceiling Plank with
shadow gaps.
Through the careful matching of
material floor, wall, ceiling and stair
harmoniously flow into one another.

PREMIUM PLANK MIXED WIDTHS
15 x 190/220/280 x 2010-2410 mm
Oak traditional (rustic grade) brushed
Colour: Lugano
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OAK CAREZZA

Large-format luxury
This oak manor plank, coloured in
Carrezza and installed in mixed widths,
boasts up to 8m long and 45cm wide
king-sized planks. These floors create
a luxurious living atmosphere as well
as a feeling of space and depth.
Inspired by traditional, large-format
floors of historic manors, castles and
wineries contemporary TRAPA manor
planks are physically adjusted to
modern architectural requirements,
allowing for seamless installation
despite underfloor heating (and
domestic ventilation).
Through the colour Carrezza oak wood
trades in its typical, natural, yellow
tone for an elegant, soft appearance.
All TRAPA floors are available in
Carrezza colour.

MANOR PLANK
19 x 185-335 x 5000-8000 mm
Oak knotty brushed
Colour: Carrezza
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OAK CARRARA
Attractive tint

Carrara is our brightest and one of our
most attractive oak colours. Its typical
white-and-grey nuances originate from
lye treatment on the floors’ surface,
keeping it permanently light stable and
resistant against yellowing.
The steps of the stair leading upstairs,
as well as the floor, are kept in oak
Carrara and fitted into the steel
stringers on the sides. The stair
leading downstairs is made of TRAPA
single-leaf stair angle.
Our floors are GS 3 certified, which
corresponds a very high slip resistance
of R 12.

MANOR PLANK
19 x 185-335 x 5000-8000 mm
Oak traditional (rustic grade) brushed
Colour: Carrara
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WHAT’S SPECIAL
ABOUT TRAPA
NATURAL WOOD FLOORS
Quality takes time
Before the actual processing, we first airdry our wood for over a year and then gently
chamber-dry it. Thereafter, we use heat- and
pressure treatment to caramelise the wood
sugar (xylose). This complex procedure ensures
highest wood quality for decades and makes
TRAPA floors solid, tempered and unrestrictedly
applicable for housing.
Natural surfaces
We treat our wood from within the cell- and
pore system, instead of conventionally treating
it on the surface. Through our gentle surface
finish with lye and natural oil we preserve such
precious, natural wood properties as warmth,
comfort, diffusivity and slip resistance. Our
floors are protected against wear and soiling
and can be recommended for allergies.
Sustainable, local, long-life
All TRAPA timbers derive from sustainably
managed, PEFC-certified forests in Central
Europe. We produce every component of our
products at our TRAPA workshops in Austria
and ensure environmentally sustainable, longlife, natural floors.
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OAK CARRARA
Puristic elegance

Carrara is a mild colour, wherefore
these oak floors adjust perfectly to
vibrant colours in the surroundings
without compromising any of their own
charm.
Moreover, they blend in harmoniously
with contemporary living concepts
marked by puristic elegance and blackgrey-and-white contrasts.

PREMIUM PLANK FLOOR
15 x 220 x 2010-2410 mm
Oak traditional (rustic grade) brushed
Colour: Carrara
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TERRA OAK ROMANO

Rich coffee brown

Terra oak Romano is our darkest
oak colour. The rich coffee brown
develops through thermal pressure
treatment, where the wood sugar
xylose caramelises in a natural way.
Terra oak Romano is a courageous
colour,
tailor-made
for
uncompromising, clear and modern
interior design. Its elegant coffee
brown provides a charming contrast
to white, reddish and metallic
colours. Oblique lighting conditions
gorgeously accentuate the floor’s rich
colour and brushed surface.

COMFORT PLANK
15 x 190 x 2010-2410 mm
Terra oak placid (lively grain and pin knots) brushed
Colour: Romano
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TERRA OAK MODENA

Grey-brown lustre

Modena owes its typical smoky,
grey-brown shimmering colour to
a natural heat- and pressure based
transformation process of particular
oak ingredients. This method also
endows Modena with high light stability.
In knotty grade and with brushed
surface, terra oak Modena planks
show to their best advantage especially
in bright rooms.

COMFORT PLANK
15 x 190 x 2010-2410 mm
Terra oak knotty brushed
Colour: Modena
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PANEL PARQUET FLOORS
Handmade in Austria

All our TRAPA panel parquets are 100%
thoroughly handmade at our Austrian
workshops, for example panel parquet
Cantone in terra oak Modena brushed,
on the right hand side.

CANTONE panel parquet
15 x 520 x 520 mm

Artful design detail: the mirrored
base of the cupboard visually lifts the
furniture off the ground and gives it a
floating appearance.
At the same time the viewer gets the
impression that floor and furnishings
merge into one another.

CASTELLO panel parquet
15 x 620 x 620 mm

CROCE panel parquet
15 x 660 x 660 mm
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PANEL PARQUET CANTONE
15 x 520 x 520 mm
Terra oak placid (lively grain and pin knots) brushed
Colour: Modena
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PANEL FLOOR
Past and present

Inspired by historic role models,
translated into current shapes, colours
and surfaces by TRAPA and put into
practice with best workmanship. Our
panel parquet in three classic designs
(see previous page) not only feels at
home in historic residences, but also
flatters modern properties with a
touch of history.
All TRAPA panel floors are perfectly
coordinated with TRAPA plank floors
in colour, grain and structure and
hence considerably expand designers’
creative possibilities.
During production, the panel floors
pass through many hands at our
workshop. The individual pieces are
cut from planks, bevelled and pieced
together all by hand.
A remarkable design detail is the clearcut corner realisation. Only because of
that can the individual panels unite for
a bigger, all-encompassing pattern on
the floor.

PANEL PARQUET CROCE
15 x 660 x 660 mm
Bog-look oak placid (lively grain with pin knots) brushed
Colour: Arezzo
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BOG-LOOK OAK AREZZO
For endless combinations

Bog-look oak Arezzo in knotty
grade offers endless combination
possibilities for interior design. It goes
together with many materials, colours,
textures and surfaces and blends in
well with various ceiling-, wall-, and
furniture designs.
In a modest and elegant way, this floor
spends warmth and comfort also to
sober and cool living environments,
like fair-faced concrete walls.
The bog-look oak Arezzo even blends
in well with hard and sleek materials,
like stair frames of burnished steel.

COMFORT PLANK
15 x 190 x 2010-2410 mm
Bog-look oak knotty brushed
Colour: Arezzo
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BOG-LOOK OAK LIVORNO

Soft ochre

The typical ochre-brown of bog-look
oak Livorno is reached through gentle
thermal pressure treatment of the
wood.
The subtle difference to Arezzo
(previous page) lies in the latter’s
slightly cool shade of grey.
Here you see bog-look oak Livorno
in knotty wide plank with EMOZIONI
brushing, a finish which elevates the
naturally grown wood grain for tactile
delight.
Due to their tempered structure and
breathable surface TRAPA natural
wood floors are also outstandingly
suitable for bathrooms and wellness
areas.
The stair cladding on the right hand
side is made of TRAPA stair profile
“Modern”.

PREMIUM WIDE PLANK
15 x 220 x 2010-2410 mm
Bog-look oak knotty EMOZIONI
Colour: Livorno
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STORICO

Historic touch
One can see and feel the historic
surface, which these noble floors
receive through a special mechanical
treatment accentuating the wood’s
bones, i.e. branches and annual rings,
in a visual and tactile way.
This method not only bestows the
dignity of age upon STORICO floors, but
also makes them extremely durable.
Thoroughly carved V-bevels emphasise
the plank character and classic nature
of these floors.

STORICO PLANK FLOOR
15 x 190 x 2010-2410 mm
Bog-look oak STORICO
Colour: Livorno
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BOG-LOOK OAK NATURAL
Warm & harmonious

Bog-look oak natural is one of our
warmest and cosiest oak colours
and perfectly balances plain and
cool designs characterized by glass,
concrete and stone with a warm,
natural feeling.
All our bog-look oak colours evolve from
a natural, gentle, heat- and pressurebased transformation process of wood
ingredients, namely the caramelisation
of wood sugar. Thereby oak also loses
its yellow cast, a natural but often
unwanted characteristic.

COMFORT PLANK
15 x 190 x 2010-2410 mm
Bog-look oak placid (lively grain and pin knots) brushed
Colour: natural
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TERRA OAK NATURAL

Copper and chestnut

A highly specialised thermal-pressuretreatment caramelises the sugar
within the wood’s cells and makes it
more resistant and darker.
This gently creates unique wood
colours like the rich, chatoyant copperand chestnut-brown terra oak natural.
Floors of this colour create especially
lovely contrasts to light interior.

COMFORT PLANK
15 x 190 x 2010-2410 mm
Terra oak placid (lively grain and pin knots) brushed
Colour: natural
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TRAPA
NATURAL WOOD FLOORS
IN PRACTICE
Natural living atmosphere
A warm and comfortable environment – alive and in harmony with
nature – a blessing for our senses.
Healthy and environmentally sound building
Free of varnish and harmful substances, treated naturally so that
the wood can breathe and regulate moisture of the room air, for a
lasting healthy atmosphere.
Ecologically and socially sound
Quality products, which are made in Austria with PEFC-certified
wood from sustainably managed, European forests.
Made for generations
Long-lived, strong, grippy and timeless – an investment for life.
Climate-stable and non-deforming
Ideally suited for floor heating and controlled domestic ventilation.
Comfortably easy to clean
Hoovering and damp mopping as required is completely sufficient.
Best use wood floor soap, which contains coconut and soy oil, for
mild and nourishing cleansing.
Ideal for allergy sufferers
Dirt-resistant, hygienic due to natural depth treatment, free from
electrostatic charge and easy to clean.
Harmonious transitions
Floors and stairs made of the same wood, flush-mount as well as
classic baseboards, borders, connections to other floorings and wall
claddings for elegant, harmonious transitions.
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TERRA OAK MILANO

Warm, dark grey

Appropriately dosed treatment with
heat, pressure and lye interacts with
certain oak ingredients to emphasise
the natural grain.
This technique is also used for terra
oak Milano, a very elegant natural
wood floor in warm, dark grey. As
avant-garde as Milan’s fashion.
TRAPA
offers
practically
and
aesthetically
coherent,
complete
solutions for floor, wall, ceiling,
staircase
and
furniture.
This
multifaceted range of products is
available in the same wood, colour and
texture and serves interior designers to
create flowing transitions and unique
living atmospheres.

SHIP PLANK
15 x 190 x 2010-2410 mm
Terra oak placid (lively grain and pin knots) brushed
Colour: Milano
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Ship plank floor in terra oak Milano

Furniture wall in terra oak Milano

Ceiling plank with shadow gap in terra oak Milano
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MANOR PLANK DOUGLAS FIR
Pure and contemporary

Named after the Scottish botanist David
Douglas (1799-1834), Douglas fir is
known for its elegant, tightly arranged,
delicately grown annual rings.
The rare, pure and contemporary
character of generously dimensioned,
white-bleached Douglas fir, here
customised in 11 m long and 45 cm
wide boards, fits well into this modern,
bright design.

MANOR PLANK MIXED WIDTHS
19 x 215-395 x 4030-11000 mm
Douglas fir brushed
Colour: white bleached
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LARCH BREGENZ

From rural living to
contemporary architecture
Larch is by nature a powerfully grained,
reddish-brown wood. Here, through lye
treatment its colour becomes lighter
and calmer. Thereby its grain retreats
more into the background and leaves
behind its rustic character.
Interpreted like this, the traditional
material of alpine living crosses the
bridge from former rural living to
contemporary purist architecture.

PREMIUM PLANK FLOOR
15 x 190 x 2410 mm
Larch brushed
Colour: Bregenz
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TERRA LARCH WALLIS
Alpine charm
Due to its toughness, durability and
local charm larch is a traditional,
valuable flooring timber of alpine
regions.
TRAPA terra larch is made of
finest wood and slightly darkened
by sophisticated thermal pressure
treatment. The resulting emphasised
grain provides the floor with its
distinctive look.
As illustrated here, larch is also very
suitable for commercial projects.

PREMIUM PLANK FLOOR
15 x 190 x 2410 mm
Terra larch brushed
Colour: Wallis
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For modern living our
mind as well as our
furnishings need to be
flexible, versatile and
smart.

WALL SYSTEMS
MODERN,
FREE,
FLEXIBLE


TRAPA wall systems,
made of natural wood,
are customisable and
modifiable by simple
manipulation.
They can be readily
extended
and
complemented
according
to
your
personal needs.


WALL SYSTEMS

One-stop solution

When floor, wall cladding, ceiling,
stair and furniture are born of the
same spirit, material and production
everything fits together perfectly, both
in a technical and a stylistic sense.
What’s special about TRAPA wall
systems is that the individual pieces of
furniture can be easily rearranged by
simple manipulation (more about it on
the next page).

FLOOR – WALL – FURNITURE
Oak brushed
Colour: Cortina
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TRAPA FURNITURE WALLS AND FRAME FURNITURE
Specific features

FURNITURE WALLS: They match the respective floor in terms of material, colour and texture. Their shadow gaps contribute to the design and accommodate
metal rails to insert the frame furniture with metal fittings at any position along the wall. The arrangement of frame furniture is flexible and readily
adaptable by simple manipulation.
FRAME FURNITURE comes in the form of solid wood bookshelves, nightstands, sideboards and closets. Mitre-edged and bevelled towards the inside, they
attractively and elegantly frame their contents like paintings.
SERIAL NUMBER: Every piece of furniture is provided with a serial number. It is the key to the product’s full documentation right up to the fittings. This
guarantees replacement of fittings and fronts even decades later.
CREATIVE OPPORTUNITIES: TRAPA frame furniture provides a flexible design for various living areas.
VARIETY OF FORMATS AND COLOURS: Our frame furniture is available in many designs and formats; the according backs and fronts are available in
various metal-, concrete- and NCS colours.
FLOATING DESIGN: Our frame furniture can also be mounted directly on the wall by special metal fittings without the necessity of a furniture wall.

Frame furniture with specialised metal mounting system
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The frame: bevelled towards the inside and with neatly mitred edges

Many creative design opportunities (top picture)
Serial number (above)

Frame furniture: wide variety of designs, wood and colours (top picture)
Floatingly mounted frame furniture (above)
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BOOKSHELVES
Frame your books

It’s good news that we still buy, read
and keep books despite the proceeding
digital age.
A bookshelf built of TRAPA frame
furniture is a particularly attractive
way to store your books in an elegant
and contemporary manner.
Apart from being great bookshelves,
TRAPA frame furniture is the perfect
match for any flexible, practical and
aesthetically demanding architectural
concept. Be it for the living- or
bedroom, the home office, shops or
boutiques, hotels or restaurants, they
fit everywhere.

FLOOR-WALL-FURNITURE
Terra oak brushed
Colour: Milano
Wall colour: grey
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WARDROBES

Highly personalised
The combination of some basic
elements like side- and accessory
boards, closets and mirrors enables
many different wardrobe solutions and
caters to personal needs as well as a
potential lack of space.
The wardrobe furniture’s interior can
always be adjusted to your personal
needs for example by the insertion of
hanging rails or shelf boards in glass
or wood.
TRAPA frame furniture is due to its high
flexibility also an excellent solution for
customised walk-in closets

WALL FURNITURE
Terra oak brushed
Colour: Milano
Wall colour: grey
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FRAME FURNITURE

For wooden, concrete,
brick and many more walls
TRAPA frame furniture isn’t only for
wooden wall claddings. With special
fittings, the entire frame furniture
range can be mounted directly on
walls of any material, e.g. fair-faced
concrete, plastered brick, bare brick or
sheetrock.
This means that you can freely move
the frame furniture according to the
ever-changing needs of your home.
Simply change the metal fitting and
mount your furniture either to the
wooden wall system or to any other
wall of your choice.

FRAME FURNITURE
Oak brushed
Colour: Cortina
Wall colour: Sand
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FRAME FURNITURE

It depends on what you make of it
TRAPA frame furniture is extremely versatile. You can use them
in the living- or bedroom, for your television or music system,
at home offices or shops and many more. They cut a fine figure
wherever they are.
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RECLAIMED WOOD
The charm of age

On request, TRAPA wall- and ceiling
designs are also available in reclaimed
oak. Its surface remains totally natural
with signs of usage, cracks and saw
marks.
The use of reclaimed wood, and
especially of precious oak wood, is a
valuable contribution to the sustainable
use of natural resources. It also
provides the rare opportunity to enjoy
the mature charm of age earlier in life.
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BUILT
FOR
GENERATIONS


A table occupies the
centre stage of a
house and provides
a gathering point for
family and friends.
It conveys a sense
of community and
security. This piece
of furniture deserves
to
be
carefully
and
manually
manufactured from
the best natural
wood. That‘s how
a table becomes a
piece of furniture for
many generations.



LT TABLE

Tradition reinterpreted
Like its historical model, the „Jogl table“, its
contemporary successor also convinces with
numerous excellently handcrafted details. The
solid wood tabletop rests on a stable pedestal. The
slightly flared table legs are physically connected
through carefully wood-turned axes with colour
contrasting wooden wedges.

LT 300 TABLE
Tabletop
Terra oak Modena EMOZIONI
Grade: placid (lively grain and pin knots)
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Axes
Terra oak Modena
Sanded


OT TABLE

Organic unity
The formal reduction to a minimum means for this table a maximum of
character, expression and clarity. The saying still holds true, that less is more.
The table legs with triangular cross-section build a flush connection with the
angled tabletop and form an organic unity.
The 300 cm long version of OT offers plenty of space also as desk or conference
table.
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OT 250 TABLE
Tabletop
Oak Lugano brushed
Grade: placid (lively grain and pin knots)
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TABLE VOLTAIRE

Solid and floating at once I Design by STELARBLOOM
Plain and clear in its form, solid in its completion, light in its
appearance: Voltaire. The indirect lighting forms the connection
between the table’s individual components. It induces a floating
effect on the heavy tabletop above both foot frames and gives it
a light and lifted impression.
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VT 290 TABLE
Tabletop
Terra oak Modena brushed
Grade: placid (lively grain and pin knots)
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Slowly & gently dried
The
common
fast-drying
process
conducted by high temperature damages
the quality of the wood. Therefore, we dry
our wood as gently, slowly and naturally
as possible. First it dries for months at
fresh air, afterwards it continues a gentle
kiln drying process. Our wood only gets
processed once internal tension has been
widely reduced. This leads to our stable
and strainless floors, which are suitable for
underfloor heating and controlled domestic
ventilation.
TRAPA wood workshops at St. Veit/Glan in Carinthia, Austria.

100 % in-house production

TRAPA world at Traunkirchen in Upper Austria.

Since 1994, TRAPA is a family business
rooted in the Salzkammergut region of
Austria. It is particularly important to us
that our natural wood products are of high
quality, natural, durable and local. As a
consequence we produce everything at our
own workshops. The wood fully originates
from sustainably managed European
forests. Our production process is as gentle
and natural as possible. In this way natural
wood, traditional handcraft and modern
technology build a meaningful connection
at TRAPA.
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IN A NATURAL WAY

Surface treatment at TRAPA
The surface treatment of our natural
wood floors represents the biggest
challenge for us. In order to preserve
the good characteristics of our wood we
constantly research and develop in the
field of natural wood treatment and follow
a strict principle of not using lyes, waxes,
UV oils and varnishes on our wood.
All our TRAPA colours result exclusively
from natural and careful treatment.
Through the interaction of wood
ingredients with heat, lye and natural
oils we reach natural wood floors, which
become even more beautiful as the years
go by.

As Andy Warhol once said:

“There is nothing
deeper than a surface.”
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WELCOME TO TRAPA WORLD
At Traunkirchen, nestled in the Upper-Austrian region of Salzkammergut, we present you with more than 160 varieties
of our natural wood floors. Moreover, you’ll experience a fascinating range of creative and intelligent interior design
solutions with walls, ceiling, stairs and natural wood furniture perfectly matching our floors in terms of material,
structure and appearance.
Exquisite interior made of natural wood deserves attention and personal advice takes time. We gladly take this time for
you, so please come and see us at TRAPA World!
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